
2109 – The Acorn – 19/05/19 

Hares are Phantom Runner, Codpiece and Banger (plus some small creatures called children). 
No Frostbite in his budgie smugglers and flippers for once. I don’t know about you, but this is I 
think is a positive move. Even if its just keeping my breakfast down. This could be due to Frosties 
new car not wanting to carry such items, such that it kept on running for 2 hours whilst he helped 
lay a trail ‘cause he forgot to switch it off. 
 
Banger is back, good thing as he is hareing the Main, as is Matalan, back from her travels up 
north!!!! 
 
Yet again the Hash is a wonderful place to get rid of excess plants. However, I’ve now got a 
challenge to grow some tomatoes. 
 
Big birthday for Green Army, so the obligatory cake presentation, which now is H&S compliant, 
with protective personnel coverings and safety glasses. 
 
Local knowledge says we will be going to Upton Country Park or the Heath. So why are we going 
east, the wrong way, up the road and through the housing estate? A bit of green then a 
roundabout. Try the housing estates pedestrian paths only to be called back to more tar mac and 
then the park. 
 
Weird, overhead roundabout thingy. Get told off trying it out as too heavy, Mouse I can accept 
was ok for weight, but not K9, come on. 
 
Not a lot of dust, and we appear to be following tracks as opposed to paths so progress is slow.  
 
Through a bit of woodland and then enter a big field, with tall grass, by crossing some barbwire 
via a handily fallen tree led out by Ratty. Its long grass, and wet grass, so thoroughly wet shoes 
and legs. 
 
Go right, cause I find some dust, but TP and Anal are way off left heading for the back road. 
More tarmac here, where we overhaul the mini, but we are not noticed by Blue Socks and TTP 
who are busy in chats. 
 
Dodge cars to finally get into Upton Country Park. It must go left, which it does, but it just keeps 
going. Not using the main tracks we climb gates and crawl under electric fences. Slip and slide 
through churned up mud, only to have to dive for cover to avoid the stampeding cows. I blame 
Anal. 
 
Another gate and we are onto the harbor path. Head right back to the House. Straight on at the 
one blob check, no, call everyone back to go right around the walled garden. We apparently 
have a beer stop in car park, but not now. TP leads the way through the rough grass whilst K9 
and I headed for the water. Initially wrong but we are soon joined by everyone to jog over the 
boardwalk. 
 
Short cutters, like Bianca and Jock Strap, apparently follow Banger to the car park, leaving the 
rest of us to circumnavigate the park before we get a chance at the promised beer. But there’s 
no beer, its orange or rhubarb gin, so much for, no alcohol before 16:00 today. The things we 
have to suffer. 
 
Trail back is as per usual, avoiding tripping over the Blow Job clan munching their way through 
sandwiches in the car park. 



So, a variation on the usual trail, wet fields, merry go rounds, stampeding cattle, tarmac, Gin 
check and warm enough to sit outside  
 
So what did you think? 
 
On On  

 


